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EDITORIAL 
 

Hopefully the worst of the weather is now firmly behind us and we can now look 
forward to seeing some brighter, sunnier days much more conducive to driving 
pleasure. 

One of my pet hates on the road are drivers of automatic cars who sit at traffic 
lights holding the car on the footbrake. This is particularly annoying at night as 
you are dazzled as you sit behind them waiting for the lights to change. Most of 
them probably do not realise the nuisance they are making of themselves, but a 
little more thought and consideration would go a long way to resolving this 
unnecessary problem. 

Stay safe and enjoy your driving. 

CONSULTATION BEGINS FOR 70MPH 
TUNNEL UNDER THE THAMES 

Highways England is planning what it calls 
‘Britain’s most ambitious roads project in a 
generation’. Plans for a 70mph tunnel 
under the river Thames enter the next 
phase of public consultation next week.  

The multi-billion-pound Lower Thames 
crossing will connect Essex, Thurrock and 
Kent. The latest consultation will allow people to have their say on the current 
state of the project’s design. 

It will be an eight-week process, running from Wednesday January 29 to 
Wednesday March 25. There will be 20 events along the route at which people 
can offer their thoughts. You can also complete an online survey.  

Changes have been made since the last public consultation in 2018. These are 
with reference to the 29,000 responses Highways England received on the 
project, as well as new technical information from ground investigations and 
surveys. 

The Lower Thames Crossing in its current state would be a 14.3-mile 70mph 
road – the longest road tunnel in the UK. Road capacity to the East of London 
across the Thames will be doubled.  

“The Lower Thames Crossing is Highways England’s most ambitious scheme in 
30 years,” said Chris Taylor, director of Highways England’s Complex 
Infrastructure Programme. 

“We are designing a new route that will boost the local and regional economy, 
while providing quicker and more reliable journeys.” 

“We have made some changes to the design of the scheme based on new 
information, feedback from our consultation in 2018 and ongoing engagement 
with the local community and organisations. 

“This further consultation is an opportunity for people to have their say on the 
changes before we submit our planning application later this year.” 
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KEEP ON TRUCKING: DRIVING TIPS FROM IAM ROADSMART 

Driving in front of, or even behind, a large lorry can be daunting. But there’s no 
need to panic as Richard Gladman, IAM RoadSmart’s head of riding and driving 
standards, is here to help with seven top driving tips to keep you at ease. 

 When you’re driving on a motorway, you’ll notice many lorries with overseas 
number plates. Bear in mind that the driver will be sitting on the left-hand side 
rather than the right, so you may be difficult to see and the driver may be 
getting used to his lane position in the UK. Take extra care when passing and 
allow more space if you can 

 We’ve all heard the saying: “If you can see their mirrors, then they can see 
you.” However an HGV can have up to five mirrors and the driver can only 
see one at a time so he may not spot you. Hold back and you will eventually 
be visible in their mirrors 

 Identify when there is a likelihood of the HGV changing lanes. Is there a slip 
road coming up with joining traffic which may force you into a lane change? 
Or if there is an HGV in lane two, are they likely to move back into lane one? 
Be accommodating by hanging back and allowing them to move into the lane 
they want 

 At some point we’ve all experienced heavy spray from an HGV in front of us. 
You can control this by increasing the distance between yourself and the 
lorry. The Highway Code suggests at least four seconds in the rain but if 
needed, make it more. Not only will it prevent your wipers working overtime, it 
will also improve your vision beyond the HGV 

 An articulated lorry will track sideways in a right-hand bend on the motorway 
and on a roundabout, so avoid being next to it. A good rule of thumb is to be 
safely in front of or safely behind, but never beside an HGV when entering a 
roundabout 

 If you see a queue of traffic in front of you and have an HGV behind you, 
introduce your brake lights early to pre-warn the driver behind and slow down 
gradually. This will let the HGV driver extend their braking distance and stop 
in plenty of time. On a motorway or dual carriageway, hazard lights can be 
used to show drivers behind you of any issues further in front (Highway Code 
rule 116) 

 Despite being legally limited to 60mph, an HGV can only physically reach a 
maximum of 56mph on the motorway. So if you do see a HGV in the right-
hand lane, give them a helping hand by slowing down and letting them get 
into the left lane. Allow them to pass more easily if you can 

Richard said: “As any HGV driver will tell you, they sometimes need a bit of 
extra space to move down the road.  

“Visibility can be restricted and no amount of mirrors will allow all of the blind 
spots to be monitored all of the time. By applying some simple rules and sharing 
the road space, we can make life easier for all of us. On a roundabout they will 
need more than one lane so let them have it; a few seconds delay will be worth 
it if you prevent a crash. Walk a mile in the other man’s shoes and understand 
what he may need.”     
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ACCIDENTS FROM DRIVING TOO 
SLOWLY ARE INCREASING 
The Department for Transport (DfT) says the 
number of road deaths in the UK directly 
related to slow driving is on the up. 
According to DfT figures, 26 people were 
seriously injured and two were killed in 2019, 
in incidents where slow driving was a 
contributing factor. And 132 more sustained less severe injuries in slow driving 
incidents. 
Slow driving itself is rarely the direct cause of incidents or injuries. However, 
there are behaviours associated with it that are dangerous. Over-ambitious 
overtakes, undertaking on the motorway, tailbacks and road rage can all be 
directly related to slow driving. Those who incorrectly merge on motorways, 
coming to a stop on slip roads, for example, find themselves facing cars passing 
by at 70mph. 
Although punishments are normally associated with excessive speed, you can 
face a fine and points for driving too slowly. In the UK, the punishment is similar 
to low-level speeding: three points and a £100 fine. Whether a speed awareness 
course is an option for motorists caught driving too slowly is unclear. 
Minimum speed limits are a rarity in the UK, though some high-risk areas do 
have them, where it’s important to avoid tailbacks. Some tunnels will have a 
minimum and maximum speed limit. Mersey Tunnel, for instance, has signs to 
tell drivers the minimum speed limit. The only difference is the number will have 
a red line through it. 
Minimum speed limits are more common in certain parts of Europe. 
“I’m not in the least bit surprised by these worrying statistics,” said Hugh Bladon, 
a founding member of the Alliance of British Drivers. 
“I have advocated for a long time that driving too slowly causes frustration for 
other people and can cause them to attempt an overtaking manoeuvre, which is 
the most dangerous thing you can do on the roads.” 
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NEW ASSOCIATES 

Welcome to the following new Associate who has recently joined the Group:- 

 Rosemary King   

TEST PASSES 

Congratulations to the following who have recently passed their IAM Roadsmart 
test:- 

Vinay Kabra Matthew Hughes  Samantha Goddard 

Neil Arora   Stuart  Brown   

UNTAXED VEHICLE NUMBERS DOUBLE 
SINCE TAX DISCS WERE ABOLISHED 

More than 1.2 million enforcement actions 
for untaxed cars were made in 2019, 
representing a two-fold increase on the 
figure from 2013 when the paper tax disc 
was last in use. 

When tax discs were abolished in October 
2014, authorities said that it would save the 
taxpayer £14 million a year. However, that move has been blamed for many 
drivers forgetting to renew their car tax. 

Figures, released via a Freedom of Information request submitted by 
MotorEasy, show that the number of offenders caught from 2014 to 2017 was 
1,373,184. The number fell from 2018 to 2019, but the 2019 figures only include 
the first 11 months. 

The greatest jump experienced was from 2014 to 2015, when an additional 
278,025 untaxed vehicles were discovered. 

Duncan McClure Fisher, MotorEasy chief executive, said: “Vehicle tax is levied 
as an excise duty and must be paid for vehicles driven or parked on UK roads. 

“Modernising the way it’s handled had to come at some point, but it seems 
overall there’s been a bit of a bump in the road – with a large increase in the 
number of people not paying last year compared to 2014. 

“This means an exercise designed to save money on printed discs has resulted 
in a huge loss in tax revenue for the UK Government, which has a knock-on 
effect on public services such as road maintenance. If fines have doubled you 
can be sure the number of untaxed vehicles has also grown significantly. 

“It may be that people think they can avoid paying vehicle tax because they 
don’t have to display a disc, or because they don’t have that physical reminder 
of their expiration date.” 

HUMOUR IN UNIFORM 
A patient bursts into a doctor’s office, "Doctor, I believe I'm a pack of cards!" 
The doctor calmly replies, "Go sit in the waiting room, please, I'll be dealing with 
you later."  
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LEARNING ABOUT THE BLIND SPOT WHEN 
DRIVING 

Part of safe driving is fully understanding the 
situation of the road around you and always 
knowing where other drivers are. In a car it can 
be very easy to assume that everything you 
need to pay attention to is either out the front 
window, or the rear-view mirror, but this 
overlooks a critical area of driving. In every car, 
there is a part which is known as the blind spot: 
this is essential to be aware of. 

The blind spot is the area of the road that 
cannot be seen through either the side or rear-
view mirrors. For this reason the blind spot can be extremely dangerous and 
every driver needs to learn where it is and how and when to check it. 

Where is the Blind Spot? 

The blind spot will generally be the rear left and right sides of a vehicle not 
covered by internal and external regular mirrors. The biggest blind spot is over a 
driver's right shoulder, between the edge of where the peripheral vision ends 
and the area up to the back of the car that isn't seen in the side mirror. The left 
side blind spot is much smaller, but still an important spot that needs to be 
checked. 

Checking the Blind Spot 

The blind spot check should always be carried out before moving off from a 
stationary position, overtaking, or generally making any move that requires your 
vehicle to change direction. All drivers must check these areas by turning their 
head physically to see them and ensuring they are clear before moving. 

Blind spots will vary in size depending on the size and height of the vehicle, but 
they are generally dealt with in the same manner. Make checking the blind spot 
one of the normal parts of driving. Motorcyclists call these checks the "lifesaver 
glance" as they are fundamentally important in ensuring they can move safely. 
Failing to check this area can mean you miss oncoming vehicles or traffic 
merging from side roads. 

You cannot over-stress the importance of the blind spot in driving. If you are 
dealing with a learner driver it is imperative they are aware of the importance of 
this area and learn how to correctly identify it and check it whenever a 
manoeuvre calls for it to be checked. 

How to Reduce Blind Spot Danger 

You can partially eliminate the blind spot by the use of fisheye mirrors. These 
small mirrors can be bought for little money and are attached to the outer side 
mirrors of a vehicle. These mirrors give a fish eye effect, thus showing more of 
the roadway than regular mirrors. People who utilize these blind spot mirrors will 
often still rely on the turn of the head to double check the area and this is 
generally good advice for all drivers. 

continued 
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If you remember to always check your blind spot before moving, you'll be ensur-
ing that your car isn't a hazard to other drivers. Next time you go into your car, 
park on a main road, around 20 metres from a side road on the right behind you. 
Look into your side view mirror and you'll see that the side road doesn't appear 
in it. When sitting there, look over your right shoulder and you'll see that the 
blind spot is actually a very large area, completely invisible until you do that right 
shoulder check. Once you realise this, it should help you always remember to 
check it every time before you move off. 

IAM ROADSMART’S TIPS TO MAKING TEST DRIVES MORE ENJOYABLE 
There’s no getting away with it – you really do need a comprehensive and 
detailed test drive to judge any new car’s abilities.  
Making the wrong choice could be a costly mistake, and one you could regret for 
years to come. Richard Gladman, Head of Riding and Driving Standards for the 
biggest independent road safety charity in the UK, IAM RoadSmart, has come 
up with a set of tips to help you make sure you make the right choice. 
Not taking a test drive is a false economy.  
We know some people aren’t confident when trying out a new and unfamiliar 
vehicle and it’s important to know you’re not alone. 
Here are IAM RoadSmart’s top five tips to making test drives more enjoyable: 

 Sit in the car in the dealership for as long as it takes to ensure access, 
comfort and visibility is good enough. 

 Ask yourself: is the seat high or low enough, can I see over the bonnet? 

 Am I close enough to the steering wheel and able to operate the controls? 

 How good is the front, side and rear visibility? 

 Check the positions of the mirrors and adjust them accordingly. 

 You need to feel comfortable and focused in the car before you switch on 
the engine 

 If you think it would help, ask a friend or family member to accompany you on 
a test drive. It might be less intimidating, and you can find out how the car 
feels to them. 

 If test driving a car with a child, make sure the child-proof door locks are 
activated, ask if your child seat is compatible with that car and ensure it is 
correctly fitted.  

 Some dealerships are happy to deliver a new car to your home so you can 
test it overnight or for the weekend. This will give you a better insight into 
living with the car, and they can only say no if it’s something they don’t offer. 

 Be firm, but polite if the salesperson tries to use the test drive as an extended 
sales pitch. This is your time to decide on whether this car is right for you. 

Richard said: “Buying a new car can be an exciting time but be careful not to 
rush into any expensive decisions. Insist on a test drive that is representative of 
your daily driving and if that is not possible, you are always welcome to walk 
away. The salesperson is their to do a job which is to sell you the vehicle, if you 
feel pressured then make sure you take back control of the situation. Be 
confident in your negotiations and don’t forget the car-mats, we all count it as an 
extra win if we get a free set of mats.”  
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LET’S CHILL SAYS IAM ROADSMART! TIPS ON HOW TO AVOID 
BECOMING A VICTIM OF ROAD RAGE 

Some of us have become victims of road rage at some point in our lives. If it 
happens it can easily leave you feeling intimidated and shaken. IAM RoadSmart 
has some useful advice if you ever find yourself in this situation. 

 If there’s conflict between two parties, there’s a likely chance you’ve both 
played a part. This doesn’t mean you should react. Try to take yourself away 
from the problem – let the other driver go on ahead. Even if you feel 
wronged, letting the other party go will make no difference to the rest of your 
day 

 Is someone being confrontational or aggressive? If so, don’t make eye 
contact and don’t react visibly. Try not to think about them so that the incident 
doesn’t affect you afterwards 

 If the other party is still being aggressive to you and you are in fear of your 
own safety, call the police 

 If the other party approaches you in your car, can you drive away safely? If 
you can, consider doing so. But don’t rush off and drive like the getaway 
driver in a film, or if you think the other driver is going to chase you. If they 
are chasing, stop in a busy public place and call for help 

 Do you have a passenger who can film any behaviour on a mobile phone? 
This will help in terms of evidence. Remember to include the registration 
number of the other vehicle involved 

 Don’t open your door, don’t open your windows fully and don’t start or get 
provoked into an argument, try to stay calm 

 If you were at fault, admit it and apologise. It may be enough to diffuse the 
situation quickly and do not do anything that can be interpreted as retaliation. 
Even if you weren’t at fault, is the argument really worth it? 

Hopefully by now the matter is over and you are driving away. Do acknowledge 
that this incident will have affected your behaviour. If you feel upset or emotional, 
pull over for some fresh air or walk around if you need to before resuming your 
journey. 

Find a distraction like listening to the radio - move your mind deliberately onto 
something else and don’t dwell on the incident. 

Richard Gladman, IAM RoadSmart head of driving and riding standards, said: 
“Road rage does not affect everyone every day. If you’re finding it is happening 
very often, you might want to think about how you engage with other road users. 

He added: “Unlike pedestrians walking towards each other; who can easily get a 
feel of what the other person will do, where they might go or the mood they’re in, 
you have no such opportunities cocooned in your car.” 

He concluded: “No-one needs to experience road rage, but it us up to each of us 
to ensure it stays that way. It is important not to be antagonistic or obstructive, 
perhaps making a person who is already having a bad day boil over.” 

If you have friends or family who drive, please share these tips with them to help 
them stay safe on the road. 
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IMPROVE YOUR PARKING AND 
MANOEUVRING: TIPS FROM IAM 
ROADSMART 
Would you like some helpful advice on 
parking and manoeuvring, but feel silly 
asking? 
Never fear, Richard Gladman, head of 
driving and riding standards at IAM 
RoadSmart, is on hand to provide you 
with some useful hints and tips to build 
your confidence if you find these manoeuvres tricky. 
Selecting the most appropriate car park and parking bay, and how to interpret 
road signs, restrictions, road markings and the Highway Code when 
manoeuvring can be daunting for many drivers. 
When you drive ‘proactively’ you apply the principles of safe driving: observation, 
anticipation and planning, and also the principle of safe stopping.  
The following tips can also apply to parking and manoeuvring your vehicle on 
the road, which will help you to become a safer motorist. 
Parking safely 

 Select the most appropriate car park and parking bay that maximises safety 
for you and your vehicle. 

 If you can, try and reverse into a parking bay so that you can drive out. It's 
safer for you and everyone around you. If you do have to drive in, take extra 
care when reversing out. 

 When parallel parking, ensure that you choose a space that is large enough 
for you to manoeuvre into and out of again. One and one-half times your 
vehicle length should be enough. Adjusting your nearside mirror downwards 
will help you monitor the kerb, but remember to adjust it back again.  

Manoeuvring in the road 

 If you need to turn your vehicle around on the road, try going around the 
block or to the next roundabout. This will minimise disruption to other vehicles 
and is safer for you and other road users. 

 If you must reverse on the main road or into a side road, look and listen very 
carefully throughout your manoeuvre. If anything is moving - stop and 
reassess your situation. 

 Do not turn around in someone's driveway; they should expect privacy in 
their own home. 

Stay up-to-date 

 Drive with quiet efficiency to safely share road space with other users. 

 Keep your knowledge up-to-date, keep your vehicle in good order and make 
sure to get the latest advice from IAM RoadSmart. 

Richard Gladman said: “The ability to pick the right location and method to park 
or turn around is a skill that develops over time. With a little practice we can all 
reverse or parallel park, it is about building up confidence and making sure your 
observation is sound.  
“If you have any doubt, stop. A few seconds checking is much better than the 
time to deal with the damage.” 
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HOW CAN I IMPROVE MY CAR’S SECURITY? 

Making a car more secure sounds like a complicated process. Sure enough, 
there are high-tech security systems available through aftermarket companies 
and these often require rewiring a vehicle with a myriad of new features. 
However, that needn’t be the only option when increasing a car’s security levels. 

In fact, there are several ways in which you can improve your car’s security 
without having to resort to new security systems or enhanced technology. 

Steering wheel lock 

It might sound traditional, but a steering wheel lock remains one of the very best 
thief deterrents around. It’s a visual blocker for those who look to steal vehicles, 
and because they’re so difficult to move they make attempting to steal a car 
more hassle than it’s worth. 

Steering wheel locks vary in price but don’t break the bank – and they’re well 
worth the money if you’re worried about security. 

Parking location 

It’s a simple measure, but an effective one. Ensuring that you leave your car in a 
clear, well-monitored space is essential to its security. Security cameras 
covering the area you’ve left the car are an added bonus too. At night, aim for 
areas with streetlamps and try not to leave it hidden away or out of sight – this 
will make it a magnet for opportunistic thieves. 

Remove valuables 

As you’ll have seen on signs in many car parks, thieves target cars with 
valuables left out in plain sight. So, remove them from the vehicle when you can 
or, failing that, make sure that smaller items are placed in a locked glovebox. 

Even coats and jackets should be placed in the boot out of sight – it’s just not 
worth taking the risk. 

Vehicle tracker 

Vehicle trackers have fallen in price during recent years, making the technology 
far more affordable and attainable to more drivers. Of course, you can still spend 
plenty for certain systems, but most don’t command the earth. A tracker means 
that in case your vehicle is stolen, you’ll be able to see exactly where it’s 
heading. Some systems even allow you to call the tracker device and get instant 
reports on the car’s location. 

Don’t leave the engine running when you’re not in the car 

On a cold morning, it might be tempting to leave your car running while it 
defrosts, but this is another thing best avoided. A running car is an easy-win for 
thieves, giving them an opportunity and a quick exit all in one move. It’s quite 
simple – just don’t leave your car running when you’re not with it. 

Use a key signal blocker 

Many modern cars use a wireless key. It allows for hands-free access to the car 
when the key is on your person and means you don’t have to use a physical key 
to start the car too. However, security issues with them have been highlighted, 
with many thieves able to ‘relay’ the key’s signal from outside a property, 
therefore gaining access to a car without the key itself. However, a key signal 
blocker or ‘faraday pouch’ is a sure-fire way to stop key signal-relaying crime. 

continued 
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It blocks the key’s signal and means it can’t be relayed. They’re inexpensive too, 
and a great security option when you’ve got the car parked up at home. 

Remove stereo 

Though many new cars have their stereo systems seamlessly fitted into the 
dashboard, a lot of older cars allow you to remove the entire unit. This is a must-
do option if you have it. Taking out the stereo’s head unit will put off thieves and 
show that you’re being wary. 

Keep crucial documents at home 

Though it might seem right to keep a car’s documents together with the vehicle 
itself, this is best avoided. If the car was stolen with the documents inside, then 
whoever was behind the wheel would be able to better prove that the car 
belonged to them and not you. 

So, make sure that they stay at home. Keep them safe and to hand, of course, 
but it’s always best to keep them out of the car. 

HOW TO CHECK AND ADJUST YOUR CAR 
HEAD RESTRAINT 
If your car has a standard or active head rest 
it's vital that it should be adjusted correctly for 
each occupant to avoid whiplash. 
We all know how vital it is to fasten our 
seatbelts at the start of a drive and ensure 
that all occupants are safely strapped in. But 
do you realise how important it is to also check your head restraint (otherwise 
known as a head rest) and the head rests of your passengers to guard against 
whiplash injuries?  
How to adjust your car’s head restraints 

 Position your car head restraint as high as your head 

 Tilt the head rest as close to your head as you can. Touching the head is 
best. 

 If the head restraint is not adjustable, making the seat more upright can help. 

 Remember to adjust the head rest for each rear occupant on every journey. 
What is whiplash? 
Whiplash injuries can be long-lasting, difficult to diagnose and treat, and 
extremely debilitating. They most often occur as the result of a low-speed rear-
end collision. 
'When a car is hit from behind the head and body of the driver and passengers 
move backwards', explains Matthew Avery, safety research director at Thatcham 
Research, the motor insurers' automotive research centre. 'The body is 
supported by the seating, so its movement is limited but the head sharply rotates 
back with respect to the body in an 'S' shape, until it is stopped by the head 
restraint. This causes a hyperextension of the neck and a 'whiplash' effect. The 
head restraint needs to be behind the head so the head and body move together 
and you don't have that differential.' 'Women tend to be more vulnerable to 
whiplash injuries as they have a more slender and hence weaker neck 
structure,' adds Matthew. 'And the over 55s are also more at risk.' 
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Group Night Diary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9th June 2020 
(To be advised) 

 
 
 

8th September 2020 
(To be advised) 

 
 
 

8th December 2020 
The Christmas Quiz 

(including buffet) 

If you would like to organise a Group Night or have any 
suggestions for a Speaker, then please contact a 
member of the Committee. 
 

Their details can be found on page 24. 

Meetings are held at the Small Hall, Crofton Halls, York 
Rise, off Crofton Road, Orpington, BR6 8PR 

Doors open 7.15pm for 7.45pm start 
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Following the group’s successful “Skid Pan Experience” at the Essex Skid 
Pan, Kelvedon recently, we will be booking another date later in the year. 
 

There are some names already on the list for the next event, so if you want 
to go, get your name down early to avoid disappointment. 
 

The visit will start with a briefing on what you will be doing including safety 
instructions. There are 10 places and there will be 2 instructors who will 
give a demonstration on the skid pan and then you will be able to drive with 
the instructor and practise what you will have been shown; to create a skid 
and to be able to keep control, hopefully! 
 

The cost is £63 each and you will be using the skid pan cars which are 
both front and rear wheel drive. 
 

The next visits to the skid pan have been arranged for Saturday 6th 
June and Saturday 5th September . 
 

Please let Michaela Halse have your name by e-mail, telephone, text or 
post to:- 

39 Great Queen St. 
Dartford 

Kent 
DA1 1TJ 

 

E-mail to: michaelahalse121@gmail.com 
 

Phone: 020 7802 3240  Mobile: 07860 409493 

Book now to avoid missing out! 

Want to Drive on the Skid Pan? 
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AUTOMATED CONE-LAYING TRUCKS 
COMING SOON TO A MOTORWAY NEAR 
YOU 

The government-run organisation in charge of 
England’s motorways is trying out new 
autonomous cone-laying vehicles to improve 
safety for workers. 

Cone-laying is currently carried out by a team 
of two people on the back of a moving lorry, placing metre-high, 10-kg cones in 
the road. Much of the work is carried out at night, when the roads are quieter, 
but it still carries dangers. In fact, Highways England has released a video 
showing the risks involved in the activity. 

Now, though, Highways England is working with a “group of industry experts” to 
create vehicles that take away the need for cones to be manually placed. The 
“automated” vehicles are not expected to be driverless, but will not need such a 
large crew. 

Two automated cone-laying vehicles are currently in development, with testing 
set to get under way next month at a centre in Lutterworth, Leicestershire. The 
trials are being funded by Highways England, and if they are successful, the 
organisation says we could see the vehicles on the road by the end of the year. 

According to Highways England, such vehicles would not only keep workers out 
of danger while working on busy roads, but prevent them having to lift an 
average 10 tonnes of equipment per shift. And the organisation says the new 
trucks will “free up” workers to carry out other tasks, improving efficiency. 

However, the company says the vehicles must meet a “minimum standard” if 
they are going to be used on British motorways. This means the machines must 
offer a safer method of cone-laying for highways workers, as well as being safe 
for all road users and posing no further risk to traffic. 

Highways England group leader Martin Bolt, who oversees innovation in the 
Midlands, said the trucks had the potential to make the organisation safer and 
more efficient. 

“Safety is always the priority for Highways England and we are constantly 
looking for ways to ensure everyone who works and travels on our road network 
is protected,” he said. “By taking out the human element in the laborious task of 
putting out cones, we will be taking out an element of potential risk. As well as 
taking away this physical labour, these automated machines could also save 
valuable person hours and allow us to redeploy the workforce to other traffic 
management duties. 

"We are delighted to be working with all of our partners to create an innovative 
vehicle that will make this possible.” 

OLD IS WHEN… 

 You are cautioned to slow down by the doctor instead of by the police. 

 An 'all-nighter' means not getting up to use the bathroom. 

 'Getting lucky' means you find your car in the car park.  
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DON’T LET THAT NEW CAR STEAL YOUR 
HEART! CAR BUYING ADVICE FROM IAM 
ROADSMART 

The start of a new decade has prompted many 
of us to try new things – a new job maybe, an 
expensive gym membership or the temptation 
of buying a new or used car. 

However, today’s high-tech cars could be 
concealing unknown wallet-crunching 
problems. Fortunately, you don’t need a degree in electronics to avoid falling 
into the traps - Tim Shallcross, IAM RoadSmart’s head of technical policy, is on 
hand to help. 

Service history 

Modern engines are much more efficient compared with their predecessors, but 
proper maintenance is essential to keep them that way. Oil, brake fluid, filters 
and coolant must all be changed when the manufacturer says, otherwise 
expensive problems can happen. Ask for the service history and take time to 
look through it carefully. If the service record is incomplete or missing walk 
away, otherwise you could be footing the bill for someone else’s neglect. 

Dashboard lights 

ABS, SRS, ESC, engine management – every electronic system has a warning 
light. Make sure they all light up when you turn on the ignition – unscrupulous 
sellers have been known to remove a bulb to disguise a faulty system. You may 
need to turn the ignition on and off a few times before you spot them all. Most 
should go out within a few seconds, the rest of them when you start the engine 
and release the handbrake. After that, a light means a problem. Don’t be fobbed 
off with “they all do that” or “that’s normal.” The car has a fault, so walk away.  

Engine 

Listen carefully for the first few seconds – knocks or rattles on start-up could 
mean trouble. Watch the exhaust smoke; white vapour from a cold engine is 
normal provided it disappears as the temperature rises. Black smoke on heavy 
acceleration means dirty or worn injectors and blue smoke at any time indicates 
a badly worn engine – often through neglected maintenance. Avoid the car. 

Road test 

Listen for suspension rattles and clunks over rough roads. Check gear-change 
smoothness, and that the car steers straight ahead and brakes squarely. Try 
stopping at different rates – gently and rapidly. The engine should never stall as 
the car stops, nor should the revs drop very low then pick up to the right idle 
speed. If it does, there’s a problem with the management system.  

Learn to walk away 

Keep your head and reject a car with signs of problems. Cars are more often an 
emotional choice than a rational one, but the emotional choice is much more 
likely to end in tears. If you have any doubts at all, go home and sleep on it. If 
the salesperson hints at other buyers on the way, call their bluff – there are 
thousands of other bargains out there. 
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FLASHERS BEWARE 
Warning other drivers of police with your 
lights could land you with a £1,000 fine 
It is a simple act of common courtesy shared 
among most drivers, but by trying to prevent 
fellow road users from being caught 
speeding, good Samaritans could be at risk 
of being fined themselves. Flashing your 
headlights to warn other drivers of a speed 
trap on the road ahead could attract fines of 
up to £1,000 if caught by police. 
As part of the Highway Code, drivers are instructed to use their headlights "only 
to let other road users know that you are there," and not to attempt "to convey 
any other message". 
According to the Department of Transport, flashing your headlights to warn of 
a speed camera or roadside police speed check would be in breach of Rule 110 
and 111 of the Code, which could stand up in a court of law as evidence. 
Conviction for such an act, however, comes from a breach of section 89 of the 
Police Act 1996, which dictates that it is an offence to "wilfully obstruct a 
constable in the execution of his/her duty". 
Police are able to charge drivers with this criminal offence if they perceive the 
person has obstructed their ability to conduct speed checks on other motorists. 
Obstructing a police officer is an offence capped at level three on the fine scale, 
with a maximum penalty of £1,000. 
In the most extreme cases, obstructing a police officer can attract a maximum of 
one month's imprisonment, however it is highly unlikely a driver would ever be 
given a prison sentence for flashing their lights. 
Laura Newton, motoring law expert at Rothera Sharp, explained: "I’ve certainly 
seen several notable cases of this type recently and drivers should be paying 
particular attention to those cases that have been challenged in the High Court. 
"The Court made it clear that it will be only classed as an offence if the 
prosecution can actually prove that those being warned were speeding or were 
likely to be speeding. 
"But I think people need to realise just how serious this can be treated in terms 
of the maximum penalty though. 
"The headlight warning flash has become commonplace in driving but motorists 
need to think twice andIn January 2011, 64-year-old Michael Thompson was 
convicted of wilfully obstructing a policewoman in the execution of her duty after 
a trial at Grimsby Magistrates' Court, following an incident where he had flashed 
his headlights to warn drivers of a police speed trap. 
He was slapped with a £175, and ordered to pay £250 in court fees, as well as a 
£15 victims' surcharge. 
Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart director of policy and research, said: “It is illegal and 
unnecessary behaviour. 
"Speed traps should not be hidden as they are there to slow down traffic not 
issue tickets, so anyone aggrieved by the way a camera is being used should 
take it up with their local safety camera partnership rather than taking the law 
into their own hands." consider the consequences. Is it really worth the risk?" 
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WORD SEARCH ~ DERBY WINNERS 
 

Hidden in the grid below are the names of 24 different Derby winners. 
They may read horizontally, vertically or diagonally, but always in straight lines. 

R N G L C T C Z U F F Y C N T 

Y O R T I B N E H L X S K J E 

S A U R W I M A T E W H Q S C 

J J N M U K H E S R H E W U R 

E H D A N T E F J H S R R O O 

Q Q Y U A N N P A A W G T R F 

G H T A O E L I L A G A Y E K 

F T R S I M W N J B V R N N R 

N S O R I R H Z C I E P Q E O 

O U B T F P B A T P N A V G W 

C R E P E L L O M L Y S O A D 
Z Y R B X R M E R M Q E K C Z 

V P T J I K C V L N J N T Y E 

S A O E K M I E H N E L B H H 

N P S C Q M H P S I D I U M V 

AIRBORNE GALILEO NASHWAN ROBERTO 

BLENHEIM GENEROUS NIJINSKY SECRETO 

CREPELLO GRUNDY OATH SHERGAR 

DANTE HENBIT PAPYRUS TEENOSO 

EMPERY MAHMOUD PINZA TROY 

ERHAAB MOTIVATOR PSIDIUM WORKFORCE 
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CAR TRAVEL WITH PETS 

Many pet owners are understandably attached to their pets and see them as 
part of the family. Animals tend to get very nervous about travelling. If you need 
to take your pet on a car journey, here are some tips on travelling with animals. 

Planning a Car Trip 

There are certain things you need to consider when travelling with your pet. 

Check with your vet that your pet has had fully up-to-date vaccinations. You will 
also need to get a health certificate at least ten days before you leave. 

It may sound obvious, but remember to make sure the place you intend to stay 
allows pets! 

Preparing Your Pet For Travel 

It is a good idea to fit your pet with a microchip or tag for identification purposes. 
The tag should be labelled with your pet's name, address and phone number. 
Your pet's collar should also include information on where they will be staying. 

Groom your dog before setting off. This will probably involve bathing, combing 
and trimming nails. 

Keep favourite toys and food handy as animals tend to respond better when 
they are surrounded by familiar things. 

If you will be going over international borders, make sure you have your pet's 
proof of rabies vaccination and their current health certificate to hand. 

If your pet dislikes travelling by car, it might be worth taking it out for a few trips 
in the car before you set off to try to prepare it for the journey ahead. 

On the day you leave, maintain your pet's usual feeding routine. Anything out of 
the ordinary will probably make them feel more uneasy. 

Travelling With Your Pet 

Cats should be put in a container that allows them to be comfortable whilst still 
confining them. 

Give your pet their main meal when you arrive. Dry food will be more convenient 
for you, as long as it is part of your pet's normal diet. 

When feeding your pet en-route, throw away any canned food that they do not 
eat. Unless it can be kept in a fridge it is likely to sweat, and this can cause your 
pet to be ill. 

Take along a jug of cold water in case other water sources are not available. 

Stop every couple of hours to allow your pet to get some exercise. Remember to 
pack the lead! 

Don't let your pet put its head out of the car window in case grit and dust get in 
its eyes. This can cause a nasty injury or infection. Be sure to keep the windows 
closed, or open them slightly on a warm day. 

Don't leave your pet alone in the car if you can help it. The temperature can soar 
very quickly inside a locked car. If you must leave your pet in a parked car, 
make sure you lock the doors and park in some shade. 

Keep a first-aid kit containing bandages, gauze squares and antiseptic cream in 
the car. Anti-diarrhoea tablets are also useful. Ask your vet to recommend the 
best ones for your pet.  

continued 
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HOW TO USE EMERGENCY REFUGE 
AREAS ON SMART MOTORWAYS 

Emergency refuge areas are a safe 
haven for stranded vehicles on busy 
smart motorways – but alarmingly, more 
than half of motorists don’t know what 
they are or how to use them. 

That’s according to research by the RAC, 
which surveyed 2,000 drivers and 
discovered that only 1.5 percent of 
respondents have ever used an 
emergency refuge area. 

How to drive on a smart motorway 

If you’re not familiar with emergency refuge areas, they’re similar to laybys and 
are located on stretches where the hard shoulder is sometimes open as a live 
lane on smart motorways. 

They’re only meant to be used in an emergency – something 98 percent of 
motorists realise, according to the RAC’s research. 

Did you know?  

What many drivers didn’t realise, however, is that you’re supposed to contact 
Highways England before rejoining the motorway if the hard shoulder is acting 
as a running lane. 

If you didn’t know this, you’re not alone – just one respondent to the RAC’s 
survey did. 

“It is essential that motorists understand how and when to use an emergency 
refuge area so they do not put their own safety and that of other road users at 
risk,” said the RAC’s chief engineer, David Bizley. 

“Vehicles should pull up to the indicated mark on the tarmac or the emergency 
telephone and then the occupants should leave the vehicle from the passenger 
side. 

“Everyone should stand behind the barriers and should use the emergency 
roadside telephone provided to speak to a Highways England representative.” 

What is a smart motorway? 

Smart motorways are becoming increasingly widespread – including sections of 
the M6, M25 and M1. They open up the hard shoulder as a live lane during busy 
periods to ease congestion, and control traffic flow using variable speed limits 
displayed on overhead gantries. 

Emergency refuge areas are located on smart motorways and positioned every 
1.5 miles with an emergency roadside phone available to request assistance. 
Cameras monitor the motorways and lanes can be remotely closed if required, 
for example if a vehicle breaks down. 

You should keep the phone numbers of your vet and a 24-hour emergency vet 
hospital near where you are staying with the kit. 
Animals tend to get upset and disorientated when travelling by car. Knowing 
how to cope with this is vital to their wellbeing - as well as your own! 
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DRIVING TEST CHANGE TO BOOST ACCESSIBILITY 
Video clips are to replace written scenarios in UK driving theory tests to make 
them more accessible. 
The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) announced that, from April 
14, learners will be asked three questions after watching a driving clip of up to 
30 seconds. 
The change follows research which found that learners with reading difficulties 
and disabilities felt more comfortable with video scenarios than written ones. 
DVSA chief driving examiner Mark Winn said: “Being able to drive can be life-
changing and the DVSA is committed to helping everyone access the 
opportunities driving can offer. 
“We have worked closely with road safety experts and learners to create a 
theory test which fully tests a candidate’s knowledge of the rules of the road and 
is more accessible.” 
A scenario could show a car being driven through a town centre or on a country 
road, with three multiple-choice questions on issues such as safe overtaking or 
why motorcyclists are considered vulnerable road users. 
The bid to improve access to driving comes after the Department for Transport 
launched its inclusive transport strategy in July 2018. 
The DVSA worked with the National Autistic Society, the British Dyslexia 
Association and the British Deaf Association to develop the change. 
John Rogers, of community interest company Disability Driving Instructors, said: 
“A picture paints a thousand words, especially for candidates with special 
educational needs. 
“Having to go back and forth between the text in the written scenario and the 
written questions and answers was a big obstacle to understanding what was 
required. 
“Video scenarios should prove much easier to follow and the questions will 
hopefully appear more relevant.” 
AA Driving School managing director Sarah Rees said: “Technology is key to the 
driver training industry and the new videos will dramatically improve the process 
for people who struggled with the previous text-heavy format. 
“In the past you could have been the most capable, confident driver but fall at 
the first hurdle having to decipher written driving scenarios.” 
Some 17 million theory tests have been conducted in the UK over the past 10 
years. 
Existing support for learners with reading difficulties, disabilities or health 
conditions includes extra time to take the test and having someone to read and 
reword questions for them. 
The exam involves 50 multiple-choice questions and a hazard perception test. 
Both sections must be passed before a learner can book a practical test. 
A series of changes to the practical test in Britain came into force in December 
2017. 
They included following instructions from a satnav, a period of independent 
driving doubled to 20 minutes, and a refreshed selection of manoeuvres deemed 
more realistic. 
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DRIVERS URGED TO LOOK OUT FOR 
SIGNS THEY MAY BE UNSAFE 
Could you report yourself, or an elderly 
relative to the authorities if you thought they 
were not safe to drive, even if that meant 
inhibiting their freedom? Well that’s exactly 
what a safety organisation is 
urging motorists to do if they feel their 
driving or that of a relative is unsafe. 
GEM Motoring Assist says age need not be 
a barrier to safe driving, but the organisation says it’s important to watch out for 
warning signs relating to failing health or reduced ability. The calls come after 
the number of licence holders aged over 90 topped 100,000 for the first time in 
summer 2017, before rising to about 113,000 in the summer of 2019. 
Drivers have a legal obligation to report conditions that could affect their ability to 
drive to the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA), with failure to report a 
condition carrying a fine of up to £1,000. And if a driver is involved in a collision 
having failed to report a condition, they could be prosecuted. Conditions that 
should be reported include diabetes, fainting and epilepsy, as well as glaucoma, 
strokes and some heart conditions.  
And those who are concerned about a neighbour or relative driving with a 
medical condition, there’s an online form that allows anonymous reporting to the 
DVLA. GEM is encouraging those with concerns to use the system, as drivers 
themselves may not be aware of the risks the condition poses to themselves and 
other road users. 
However, if concerns are more serious, the organisation recommends contacting 
the police — an act that can also be conducted anonymously. 
“It has long been GEM’s policy that as many people as possible should enjoy the 
freedom of the open road for as long as possible, but only while they are safe,” 
said GEM’s road safety officer Neil Worth. “Warning signs relating to failing 
health or reduced ability can develop slowly and gradually in older drivers. This 
often means they may not be aware of their changing actions or the growing 
risks they may pose — to themselves and to others — on journeys. 
“There’s no upper age limit for driving. The only requirement in law for drivers 
aged over 70 is to declare every three years that they are fit to drive. In the 
absence of re-testing and mandatory eyesight checks, it’s vital that family 
members and friends are willing to keep an eye on their senior relatives — and 
take appropriate action if anything causes them concern. 
“If you are concerned that a medical condition is affecting an elderly relative’s 
ability to drive safely, you can report your concerns anonymously to DVLA via an 
online form. If your concerns are not related to a medical condition, then the first 
step might be as simple as having an informal chat with your relative. Ask a few 
questions, find out if they still feel safe and where they might be experiencing 
particular difficulty. Encourage them to book a driver assessment, as a bit of 
expert help is a great way for senior drivers to improve their safety. 
“If your concerns are more serious, then for the sake of everyone’s safety, you 
must give details to the police. Once again, you can do this anonymously.” 
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COURTS REPORT 

 A speeding driver overtook a van on a blind bend and hit a girl, leaving her 
with serious injuries from which she has yet to recover two years on. The 
driver changed his plea at Warwick crown court to guilty of causing serious 
injury by dangerous driving. The collision occurred in Kingsburg Road, 
Curdworth, near Sutton Coldfield. The driver will serve 25 months in prison 
and is banned from the road for three years. 

 A 44-year-old man driving his son's friends to play rugby left them with life-
threatening injuries by crashing at 100mph, apparently while pursuing an 
Audi that overtook him on the A13, between Dagenham and Wellington, east 
London. The man was jailed for 31 months and given a four-year driving ban 
at Snaresbrook crown court. 

 An elderly driver killed a 78-year-old pedestrian after he failed to see her on a 
zebra crossing in Bunburg Road, Northfield, Birmingham. The driver admitted 
causing death by careless driving. He was sentenced to a 12-month 
community order and banned from the road for two years at Birmingham 
crown court. 

 A dozen drivers appeared in court after they were caught tailgating on the 
M6. The motorists were stopped by officers from the Central Motorway Police 
Group during a fortnight in June. They were charged with driving without due 
care and attention when they appeared at Birmingham Magistrates Court and 
were handed fines ranging from t80 to t440, in addition to having points on 
their licence. A further 32 drivers were given fixed penalty notices or booked 
onto an education course. Highways England said that one in eight of all road 
causalities were caused by people driving too close to the vehicle in front. 

 A drunk-driver was jailed for eight years and four months after a woman died 
when he drove his car into tents on the Rhgd y Galen campsite in 
Snowdonia. A 27-year-old man pleaded guilty at Mold Crown Court to 
causing death by dangerous driving. The man, who only held a provisional 
licence, had been drinking whiskey and lager at the campsite before getting 
behind the wheel. 

 A motoring journalist filmed himself driving at 100mph on one of the UK's 
most dangerous roads and uploaded the footage to Facebook. The journalist 
was found guilty of speeding along the A57 Snake Pass in Derbyshire at 
Southern Derbyshire magistrate's court and fined £615, ordered to pay costs 
of £620 and his licence was endorsed with six points. 

 A learner driver tried to cheat her theory test by glueing a Bluetooth device 
into her hair so she could be fed the answers by phone. The 26-year-old from 
Littleover, Derbyshire, admitted fraud at Wolverhampton crown court and was 
given an 18-week suspended sentence, with 120 hours of unpaid work. 

 A drug-driving GP said she turned to taking cocaine after struggling to cope 
with the pressures of her job, Poole magistrates' court heard. The 46-year-old 
mother of two, a partner at a Bournemouth medical centre was spotted 
driving "erratically" in the town last September. She admitted drug-driving and 
was banned from the road for 12 months. 

continued 
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GETTING LOST ‘BIGGEST CAUSE OF 
IN-CAR ARGUMENTS’ 
More than half of people have had an 
argument in a vehicle, a new survey 
suggests. 
An AA poll of more than 17,000 motorists 
indicates that 56% have had a row with 
someone either when they were behind 
the wheel or someone else was. 
The most common cause of disputes is 
getting lost (33%), followed by backseat driving (29%), running late (19%), traffic 
(15%) and general life issues (14%). 
In the aftermath of a fight, more than two out of three respondents (68%) said 
they carried on the journey in silence. 
Drivers aged at least 65 and those from north-east England were the most likely 
to give passengers the silent treatment. 
AA Charitable Trust president Edmund King said: “If you often argue about the 
same things, such as navigation, then try to plan ahead to mitigate the 
disagreement. 
“Planning your route properly or using a sat nav can help take the pressure off 
for everyone. 
“If an argument gets out of hand it can be dangerous for the driver. 
“The best thing to do is pull over when it is safe to do so and wait until things 
have calmed down before driving again.” 

 A drink-driving bus driver who seriously injured a teenage pedestrian with his 
double decker in Southend was jailed for 18 months at Basildon crown court. 
The 49-year-old sipped alcohol during two school pick-ups before striking the 
boy crossing a road. 

 A speeding driver who killed a 10-year-old girl in a hit and run has been jailed 
for seven years and four months. He had drunk two pints of snakebite - lager 
and cider - an hour before the fatal collision in Kenton, Newcastle, last 
September. 

THE PERILS OF PARKING 
It's really not very wise to throw several 
buckets of water over a traffic warden 
who's putting a ticket on your car, tempting 
though some might find it. For those who 
are not just tempted but actually carry out 
the heinous crime, the cost is £100. How 
do I know? 
Well, because one motorist actually did it, 
and duly found himself in court in 1989 after throwing several bowls of water 
over traffic warden Lynne Williams. 
Later, he was fined by magistrates in Essex and when he came out of court, 
guess what?  
He had another parking ticket on his car. 
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